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FreeNZ ‘In Conversation with Dr Alanna Ratna’  

Letter from a retired GP in Tauranga 
 

Letter from retired GP in Tauranga  "As well as this the still birth rate has rocketed. Usually there 
are 114 still births per year for the entire country but in just two weeks Hastings alone had 9 still 
births in vaccinated mothers who were following your advice to get the vaccine. You are 
responsible for the death of those babies. You have blood on your hands. I suppose you are also in 
denial regarding the deaths of teenagers.
 
We have 2 siblings dead after the vaxathon in Christchurch – a girl aged 15 and a boy aged 17. Plus 
a 17 year old boy in Northland and a 13 year old in the South Island – both dead the day after their 
vaccination -and a 14 year old boy in South Auckland who died 2 hours after his vaccination. Also 
the 17 year old girl whose death should have stopped the roll out but was instead blamed, prior to 
any autopsy report, on the pill – which she had been prescribed some time prior so therefore the 
GP would have checked for clotting risk factors at that point in time.
 
I know a lot more about this case than you do as I know close family friends. I am also aware that 
the government has asked families involved with severe adverse reactions and deaths to sign 
waivers that come with financial settlements. This blatant attempt to further cover up vaccine 
failures is abhorrent, as is the gagging of the media at the cost of millions of dollars of tax payer 
money.
 
Why don’t you speak up against this propaganda ? Why do you sit quietly and do nothing while 
the government promotes a drug that should never have passed Medsafe? And to add insult to 
injury, in promoting the vaccine you have violated the Nuremberg Code in its entirety. You might 
like to look that up and familiarise yourself with your offences. You are all guilty of crimes against 
humanity. And if you think I am exaggerating you are wrong.
 
I have all of your names and I have forwarded them – except for Dr Goodman, who I know is in 
her heart a very decent person – along with the names of Dr Bryan Betty and Dr Samantha Murton 
and the NZ board of the RANZCOG, to Dr Reiner Fuellmich. Dr Fuellmich is an international trial 
lawyer who has successfully sued large fraudulent corporations eg Volkswagen and Deutsche 
Bank. His worldwide network of lawyers has listened to over a hundred experts from every field 
of science and medicine relating to the current PCR / Covid fraud. In due course he intends to put 
a Nuremberg 2 trial through the International Criminal Court.
 
Finally, I do not wish to be associated with a scientifically ignorant organisation that has lost its 
ability to practice evidence based medicine, has banned open debate, censors its doctors, allows 
politicians to decide how best to treat patients, has abandoned the principal of informed consent 
and, worst of all, has broken its promise to first do no harm. I hold you in the utmost contempt as 
do many New Zealanders. I shall see you on the other side of history. My conscience will be clear 
but may God have mercy on you".
 
Alanna Ratna - Retired GP Tauranga


